A new loosely coherent analysis improves sensitivity to continuous gravitational waves by more than 30%, with order of magnitude gains in computational efficiency. Results of all-sky search in 20-200 Hz frequency band are provided including outlier lists and upper limits near 0-spindown band suitable for analysis of signals with small spindown such as boson condensates around black holes.
A new loosely coherent analysis improves sensitivity to continuous gravitational waves by more than 30%, with order of magnitude gains in computational efficiency. Results of all-sky search in Hz frequency band are provided including outlier lists and upper limits near 0-spindown band suitable for analysis of signals with small spindown such as boson condensates around black holes.
We report the results (Figure 1 ) of first all-sky loosely coherent search [1] [2] [3] for continuous gravitational waves in data from LIGO's first observation run (O1) [4] [5] [6] . The search covers Hz frequency band and frequency derivative (spindown) from −1 × 10 −8 through 1.11 × 10 −9 Hz/s. Loosely coherent algorithms [1] [2] [3] are designed to explore parameter spaces covered by large template banks by searching many nearby templates at once. The ability to perform an all-sky search using loosely coherent algorithm marks an important breakthrough in scalability of these methods.
Previously published wide-parameter searches include Einstein@Home, PowerFlux, Frequency Hough, Sky Hough, and Time domain F-statistic [7] [8] [9] . These searches iterate over template banks covering sky, frequency and other parameters. PowerFlux has used loosely coherent methods for outlier followup. Previously published PowerFlux data provided the most sensitive upper limits above 100 Hz and is the only search to offer worst-case 95% confidence level upper limits.
Compared with previously published PowerFlux data the loosely coherent upper limit is further reduced by more than 30% ( Figure 2 ) increasing the search volume by 190%. In order to achieve this sensitivity the previous PowerFlux search [8, 9] would have needed a factor of 4 larger the coherence time, with computation time growing by a factor of hundreds. This extrapolation assumes that upper limits are inversely proportional to the fourth root of the coherence time, given a fixed amount of data [1, 10, 11] . Since the maximum coherence time in the PowerFlux search is limited by the Doppler shifts from Earth rotation, such hypothetical search could not be carried out.
In the frequency band 100-200 Hz these results are the most sensitive to date. At the high end of the frequency range we are sensitive to a source with 10 −6 equatorial ellipticity up to 440 pc away. Below 100 Hz the upper limits are comparable to results from the Ein-stein@Home search [7] , but cover larger spindown range up to 10 −8 Hz/s. A comparison between previously established Power-Flux upper limits [8] and new loosely coherent results is shown in Fig. 2 upper limit by 30% or more, below 100 Hz there is a lot of scatter due to 0.25 Hz comb of instrumental lines and other instrumental artifacts [12] . The two codes have different coherence times and show very different response to instrumental disturbances. Following [13] we compute sensitivity depth as square root of power spectral density divided by the upper limit (Table I) .
The upper limit data is available in computer readable format in [14] . The upper limits are computed using universal statistic algorithm [15] and are valid in all frequency bands and for the entire sky. The worst case (linear) and circular polarization 95% confidence level To provide true population average upper limit in every frequency band one would need to verify the proxy by performing injections in every frequency band. This is not practical as the amount of computation would be larger than the actual search. Instead we verify our proxy by performing 1440 injections in the entire 20-200 Hz range, uniformly distributed in frequency. The uniform distribution was chosen to sample the full variety of detector artifacts. Sky location and orientation of the source was also chosen uniformly. The spindown was between −7.5 × 10 −10 and −2.3 × 10 −11 Hz/s uniformly distributed in logarithm of absolute value. [13] . The large error is due to combs of instrumental lines.
For each injection the analysis was carried out just as it was done in the real search, including outlier followup. An injection was considered detected if there was an outlier in the final outlier table within 50 µHz of the true injection frequency f 0 , within 2.5 × 10 −11 Hz/s of true injection spindown and within 1.5 Hz/f 0 in ecliptic distance (distance between projection of outlier and injection location from unit sphere onto the ecliptic plane). For injections above 50 Hz the detection rate is 95%, while below 50 Hz the rate is 80%. The lower detection rate at low frequencies is due to heavy contamination with detector artifacts. This improves on the analysis carried out with PowerFlux algorithm [16] where non-Gaussian bands had only 75% recovery rate, when injected at the larger worst-case upper limit level.
The search pipeline was previously described in [3] . For this analysis we start with a coherence length of 4 hours (Table III) . Fewer stages are used compared to [3] , while maintaining the 3-day coherence length of the final stage. The minimum SNR of outliers from the final stage was increased to 17. Results of testing population average proxy show the cutoff allows to recover 95% of signals above 50 Hz.
Full list of outliers detected in the search is available in [14] . Table II shows a summary of that list. The summary excludes all outliers within 0.01 Hz of multiples of 0.5 Hz, which are induced by 0.25 Hz combs of instrumental lines [8] . The remaining outliers are summarized by displaying the largest SNR outlier for each 0.1 Hz band.
The top 5 outliers are caused by hardware injected simulated signals whose parameters are listed in Table  IV . The rest are due to large hardware artifacts. Figure 3 presents circular polarization upper limits converted into maximum range curves [8, 9] . At the high end of the frequency range we are sensitive to a source with 10 −6 equatorial ellipticity up to 440 pc away. It is known that neutron stars can readily support equatorial ellipticities of more than 10 −6 [17, 18] .
Boson condensates around black holes are another potential source of gravitational waves [19] [20] [21] . As an example, we include a figure showing the detection range for vector boson condensate with parameter α = 0.03 around black holes with spin 0.2. The upper limit data [14] includes a separate set of upper limits covering near 0 frequency derivatives.
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